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Presented is the script for two sliae showings on
staff orientation, training, and role in early childhood educatinal
programs for aurally handicapped children in Minnesota. The firt
slide presentation consists of 63 slide commentaries on
implementation and evaluation of the Minnesota staff training
program. Representative commentaries concern intervention on the
family and school levels, parent participation, individually
prescriptive oral and aural programs, use of aides in stimulation of
residual hearing, inductive approach to learning, and classes for
deaf blind children. The second presentation contains 47 slide
commentaries on the coordination of a statewide staff training
program and is designed for three audiences of professionals and
nonprofessionals serving the preschool child and his parents,
parents, and allied resource specialists in health, education, and
welfare. Selected slide commentaries focus on various educational
projects and conferences for concerned adults, state meeting
conference, parent counseling techniques, and seunenti nrogram of
auditory training. An informal evaluation of t! aining
program indicates that the program has been inf,_ In increasing
profssional and public interest and action in early childhood
education programs for the aurally handicapped. (CR)
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Staff Training on a State-Eride Basis

Staff training is an amorphous phrase which covers a range of

activities from formal lectures and workshops to insigh1-3 shared in

casual meetings in a school hallway. It carries the implied assumption

of a participant's capacity for change as appropriate and the goal of

increased learning among children through an improved learning environ-

ment at home and in school. Through opportunities for increaaed associa-

tion, it encourages new alignments of individuals and institutions serving

the preschool handicapped child.

An inventory of realities in Minnesota reveals that at the time of

the planning grant award in July, 1969, there wa9 a lack of

1. An active professional organization within the state providing

a forum for discussion of topics relating to preschool handicapped

children

2 .^ state plan mandating regionalization of services

3. Available staff outside the metropolitan areas to serve the

preschool hearing-impaired child

4. The smooth flow of diagnostic reports to education authorities

5. An unevenness of pi,-.kup of responsibility for educational

proglamming

6. Commitment on the part of the University and state colleges

to interdisciplinary coursework addressing to the preschool

handicapped child and his family.

7his diagnosis led to the design of the UNISTAPS organizational

structure as well as to the delineation of objectives for parents,
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children and staff which in turn governed implementation and evaluation

of the subsequent staff training program.

Introduction: (Slide 1)

A 1967 amendment to the Special Education laws of Minnesota permits

a local school district to provide directly or through contract with

another district, special instruction and services to haldicapped children

below school age. To date, allocation of state aids is limited solely

to those preschool children who are hearing-impaired.

Slide 2: The State Board of Education approved Guidelines for implement-

ation: of preschool programs for the hearing-impaired, in April 1968.

Slide 3: The term "preschool" is defined by the Guidelines as "the span

of years beginning at birth, or as soon as the diagnosis of hearing loss

has been established, until age four when mandatory local school district

respcnsibility begins."

Slide 4: The July 1969 awerd of a planning grant to the State Department

of Education, Special Education Section, for the design and development

of the UNISTAPS Exemplary Preschool Program for Hearing-Impaired Children,

0-4, and their Parents was timely. It helped stamp out M.A.F.A. (mistaking

activity for achievement). During the 1968-69 academic year, 267 hearing-

impaired childrer from 7 months to four years of age and their parents,

residing in 67 different school district, received public school educa-

tional services. Seventy-five of these hearing-impaired children were

enrolled in private nursery schools for hearing dhildren with tuition

paid for by the local school district and supported by state aids. Title
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VI p:ovIded "seed monies" for the initiation of 5 regional prograils

in the st.:Ite.

The acronym UNISTAPS refers to the University of Minnesoca, State

Department of Education and Minneapolis Public Schools. It describes

the formal utilization of resources and selected personnel from each as

members of a state-wide Advisory Committee appointed by the Commissioner

of Education. The Committee meets periodically to address to modifica-

tion and expansion of the diagnostic, educational and evaluative components

of the laboratory located in the Minneapolis Public Schools and to staff

training needs outstate.

Slide 5: The Project objectives include the development of the preprimary

service matrix in the Whittier, Hamilton and Emerson Schools of Minneapolis

and the replication of appropriate components in individual or regional

programs outstate.

Slide 6: The Project Director serves as Staff Training Coordinator and

director of workshops, parent institutes and professional growth experi-

ences for personnel throughout the state who serve the preprimary hearing-

impaired child and his fmmily.

Slide 7: (1) The extensive implementation of the Project objectives

relating to demonstration and staff training outstate is due to the

harmony in coordination, consultation, and cooperation between the

Coordinator of Programs for the Hearing-Impaired (0-21) in Minneapolis

Public Schools and the Project Director.
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Slide 8: Two successive levels of intervention are involved. The Family-

Oriented, Home-Centered Infant program for the 0-3k group and the Child-

Centered, School-Oriented Program for the 3,5-6 year olds.

nide 9: The comprehensive preprimary program for children to age 6 in-

the Minneapolis Public Schools addresses to their parents as well.

Slide 10: Parent participation ranges from individual and group guidance

sessions and parent education program to membership on the Advisory Com-

mittee and attend:Ince at s,:atewide workshops for parents.

Slide 11: Prior to September of 1970, two parent counselors and a school

social worker and a half-time audiologist were the sole staff of the

infant program which served 75 families throughout the year 1968-1969

(due to the rubella epidemic of 1965) and 31 families and infants to

age 4 during 1969-1970. Presently, the operational grant has been

expanded to include the 4 and 5 year olds in the regional laboratory

schools of Minneapolis. The present staff serving the preprimary children

0-6 has expanded from 16 to 23. The interdisciplinary team members have

excellent professional credentials and enthusiasm for their coordinated

efiorts.

Slide 12: An individually prescriptive oral and aural program is dcsigned

for each infant and his family. The schedule of visits, the nature of

auditory and linguistic stimulation and the amount of individual and

group therapy and support of parents is dependent upon the child's

functional use of residual hearing, the intellectual and social ability

of the child and the relationship between parent and child.
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Slide 13: The objecvivcs for children address to affective learning as

well as to the dependence upon oral language as a normal means of

communication, It is expected that the dynamic use of residual hearing

will centribute to increased comprehensiOn of language and improved voice

quality and inElections.

Slide 14: The parent teaching program in the demonstration home setting

at 11hittier School (Title VI funds enabled the conversion of two class-

rooms to effi-'ency living-room kitchen combinations) is supplemented

by individual and group discussion and parent education.

Slide 15: Mothers meetings require a variety of discussion leaders.

Slide 16: On a myriad of topics requested by them, with individual

counseling support as needed.

Slide 17: The kitchen is a natural setting for practical guidance!

Slide 18: "Fathers Only" meetings are on Saturdays.

Slide 19: For theory and practice.

Slide 20: Grandmothers meet separately a few times a year.

Slide 21: The -aye Lheir own biases to air and discard.

Slide 22: Parent education meetings are held in the evenings, and home

visitation is made in the case of a family where additional support anri

supplemental social services are needed.

Slide 23: Parents are the first pupils - with children in tow.

9



Slide 24: The triangulation of parent, child and counselor is central to

the educational design of the infant program.

Slide 25: For visual and auditory stimulation.

Slide 26: Initially, (moving into the kitchen at Whittier School) the

parent counselor demonstrates a specific activity accompanied by well-

inflected language and the parent observes.

Slide 27: Gradually the mother assumes the lead role while the counselor

monitors her use of environmental sounds and the appropriateness of her

language and the inflectional patterns. Then there is time for questions

about child management problems and reports on progress in the development

of communication skills, while the child plays and aide provides auditory

and linguistic stimulation.

Slide 28: There is payoff all around!

Slide 29 and 30: Aides are valuable in stimulating the use of residual

hearing in connection with child-centered activities.

Slide 31: Placement in a nursery school for hearing children is a

popular option. In this setting, a hearing-impaired child is surrounded

by natural language with bold inflectional patterns presented at his eye

level and interest level.

Slide 32: Acceptance is on the basis of mutual interest, not hearing.

Slide 33: The educational program for the 31/2-6 year olds varies. It

may mean continued placement in a hearing nursery supplemented by individual

10
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auditory and language teaching. Another more common option is assignment

to a self-contaimal class for the hearing-impairee on a half-day basis

for 4 and 5 year olds.

Slide 34: An aide is assigned to each room under the direct supervision

of a teacher of the hearing-impaired.

Slide 35: The emphasis is upon an inductive approach to learning through

natural interest centers of learning that encourages child-initiated

verbal interaction with a teacher or aide. Ratio: 5 ch= 1 tr, I aide.

Slide 36: Hats are for fun - and language.

Slide 37: So is role-playing.

Slide 38: And the internalization of language related to "dressing up."

Each experience contributes to the stimulation and integration of knowledge

acquired through thinking and reasoning.

Slide 39: Touching and knowing lizards.

Slide 40: And iguanas.

Slide 41: Provides the experiential basis for abstracting the criterial

attributes of the concept "pet" and the motivation for subsequent labelling.

Slide 42: And listening, as well.

Slide 43-47: Through physical and social contact with his environment,

the hearing-impaired dhild is motivated to think, to reason, to integrate

and store information for future use.
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Slide 48: Future recall and self-expression is encouraged through role

playing.

Slide 49: Play-learning also stimulates recognition of thoughts in

printed form.

Slide 50: And encourages the ievelopment of auditory memory.

Slide 5i 52 Experience 1-2J encourage iT stening 3ki1ls and expose

child n to interesting str t 21 language.

Slide 33, 54, 55: Self-expres:ion through manipulation of various art

forms is alSo encouraged.

Slide 56 - 60: Language and speech are also stimulated and reinforced

through beginning reading, writing, and number concepts. Reinforcement

is self-pacing. There is concern for the rhythm, rate and fluency of

speech as well.

Slide 61: A class for the multihandicapped and another for deaf-blind

youngsters rounds out the preprimary program.

Slide 62 Parent conferences, home visitation and group meetings encourcze

the transfer and maintenance of educational gains through home stimulation.

Slide 63: It is felt that provision for experiences in trial and error

and discovery at the preprimary level has survival value for the develop-

ment of coping strategies and problem-solving skills. Social competence,

pride in work well done, and personal satisfaction would seem to be the

permanent benchmarks of early educational intervention.

,-****************************
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Slide 36: The First Parent Interview - presented by the Project Director.

The audience critiqued a video-tape on the same subject.

Evaluation: Much use is made of microteaching as a.technique of self-

appraisal by a mother who watches a short play-back of her interaction

with her child in an experimental setting. The counselor selects two or

three interaction behaviors for emphasis and modification of parental

behavior. They may be:

1. Inflectional patterns

2. Syntactic level of child

3. Length of visual attention span

4. Use of auditory clues

5. Comfort level of parent and child. "We really ARE having fun,"

observed one mother. "Gee, I'm getting fat," remarked another.

This videotaping provides a cumulative record of performance

of mother and child and substance for subsequent parent guidance.

Area II. A Sequential Program of Auditory Training

Slide 37: The effect of aided hearing upon hearing and listening perform-

ance.

Slide 33: Translation of audiometric findings to educational prescription.

Area III, Evaluation

Slide 39: The director of programs on deafness at the University of

Minnesota addressed to the writing of behavioral objectives for the 0-4

group, their parents and staff. Each teacher is now writing individual

behavioral objectives for each dhild and designing activities to support

them.
4767)
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1970 - 1971

The population was expanded to include 4 and 5 year old hearing-impairod

children in the exemplary preprimary program in Minneapolis Bi-monthly

inservice meetings have addressed to:

Slide 40: The use of media in the preprimary. program

Slide 41: A report on attendance at the Summer Institute at C.I.D.

Area I. Auditory Training

Slide 42: There is continued focus upon the knowledge and techniques

relating to design of a sequential program of auditory training activity.

Slide 43: An individually designed educational prescription for each

child in the development of auditory attention, discrimination and auditory

memory.

Area II. Evaluation

Slide 44-45: The cyclic proc,ess of evaluation is described in the State

Plan for preschool hearing-impaired children.

Slide 46: Evaluation of a child's progress is determined by means of:

1. Standardized testing and objective measurement

2. Clinical observation and anecdotal description

3. Developmental log and time samples

4. Comparative video-taping

By way of practical application of the above, weekly report sheets were

designed by the Minneapolis staff (see hand-out) and a bank of video tapes
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is being developed for comparative evaluation of each child's progress as

of September 1970 and again in May, 1971.

Slide 47: Finally, during the summer of 1970 two writing teams developed

the first draft of curriculum guidelines for the 0-3;: group and pr( aary

children, 3-6.

SUMMARY

How does one "prove" that early educational intervention is beneficial?

That staff training makes a difference in attitudes, skills, and behaviors

of teachers in the classroom and in support of parents? What of the

empirical evidence of the effectiveness of the staff training component

of the UN1STAPS Project?

Statewide

1. During the past year, in only two instances of early identification

did the district of residence refuse to initiate or contract for provision

of a public school program for the child and his parents. Payment of

tuition to a private nursery school for attendance by a hearing-impaired

child is a routine component of educational service.

2. There has been an increase in the number of preprimary hearing. impaired

children returning to their local district with support services provided

by a speech and language therapist oriented to their problems.

3. A reported increase in utilization of existing community resources

by parents rad professionals.

4. Although the state professional meetings were held on Saturdays and

participants paid their own expenses, the attendance figures were nearly
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double that at previous institutes held two years previously when stipends

were paid.

5. Increased interface among agencies relating to the preprimary hearing-

impaired child through advisory committee meetings and invitations as

guest lecturer.

6. Increase in newspaper articles devoted to early educational intervention

for the hearing-impaired. Three feature articles in the Minnesota Education

Report (State Department of Education publicatir

7. Increased requests and circulation of video-=--s of guest lecturers

and demonstrations as staff training tcol outstc

8. Leadership role assumed by Special Ealcation _onal Co-f_sultants

in apprising local education agencies of existin, oecial education laws

and participating in design of app- priate progra -Lng for preprimary

hearing-impaired children.

Within the Exemplary Preprimary Program
(Laboratory or Service Matrix of UNISTAPS Project)

1. A noticeable spirit of inquiry and sharing. A reflective attitude

"What went wrong? How can I do it better?" Excerpt from one teacher's

evaluation sheet, "I feel more secure this year ... having a tPam to use

as resources for help for my parents, children and myself makes me analyze

more realistically what I don't know and where to go for support."

2. The Coordinator of Programs for the Hearing-Impaired has extended the

1/2 day, 5 day a week program downward from age four to include 3k year

old children as a result of maturity and utilization of residual hearing

gained in the Infant Program.
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3. There is greater internal consistency among the Minneapolis staff as

a result of the development of a unified curriculum, 0-6, and role

definition and expansion for each member of the interdisciplinary team

serving the child and his family.

4. Reported increase in attendance at group parent-I meetings.

decrease in the number of unmet parent appointments.

5. Report of fewer expressions of dissatisfaction cmong parents concerning

differences in the amount and type of educational programming, one child

o nother.

The jury is still out and the list of deficiencies in staff training

in the UNISTAPS Project would be grist for a second lecture. It is possible

some problems are insoluable or that our approach and answers may sub-

sequently be judged in error in light of as yet unknown research findings

and clinical observations.

In summary, I think of what a parent said to a principal at the

conclusion of a conference on her troubled son:

That boy ain't all he oughta be

And he ain't what he's gonna be

but he sure ain't what he used ter be either.

So it is with the UNISTAPS staff training program.
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h, Q NUR. SES AND SOCIAL
C.:2,-/xAnsaal=ocar....N.r4 ol:Px.rxruc ruila4Seal

Stlaker

5 4 .7
,,
cv 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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Please chee.z the statements whil best describe the total w6rkshop:

aztraolcot.,

Pitati=snczNtitwo,

Cer Artk-srergencwo

alksr.r....t.v.Sasna=3

oniatannakraricsre

MM=MICIaM1M

Otherv pecify*

Was interesting, etimladng

Presented little new iliforalation

A wasts of tiala because It didn't relate to my work,

Gained matv now :f2eas

A good review and refresher

Too much presented in env day

Was valuable meeting and talking with new pople

Too little mate-2:ial for the time

Should i=lude oxaly people doing same type of work

Liked tae balance of presentations and discussions

Should have been brokea damn !Alto subsecticils all day loag

Too much time for discuseionm

Too much lc,foturing

What tcpica would you like for fut'are workshopsg

PleaGe check items which best identifies rziur present workg

TeaCher; supplemental tutvr

Administrator

Suvervisor

Preschool program for the hearing-impaired

Preschool program for regular (aearing) children; kindergarten

Sveech and language therapist

Social work-er

Nurse

Teacher's aide (para-professional)


